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          Hello everybody,

just wanted to ask if PDFViewCtrl for Winforms / .Net / C# does support Drag and Drop to change the sequence of the pages in the document. Found this only in the documentation of the web viewer, not for our development environment.

Thank you for your help,

Alex
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          No this is not currently available and not currently planned, for our PDFViewCtrl WinForms class. There are though built in controls for deleting, rotating, inserting and cropping pages.

For our WinForms PDFViewCtrl class you would have to add this new Control effectively outside of PDFViewCtrl class.

For our newer PDFViewWPF WPF viewer, all the UI/UX code is provided with the SDK, so that would be easier to implement such a control, since you could utilize more code written by PDFTron.

Most development now is on our UWP SDK, which is making transition to WinUI 3.

What exact framework+OS+ui are you targeting?
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          Hello Ryan,

as this question is still open: We’re using VS 2019, C#, .NET 4.7.x and WinForms for the development of application that are strictly for in-house use only.

Does this mean that we have to swap development to some other framework in order to use features in your SDK?

Kind regards,

Axel
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          Thank you for the clarifications.


Does this mean that we have to swap development to some other framework in order to use features in your SDK?

No, you can use WinForms and .NET framework. Since drag and drop page re-ordering is not built-in, then this is a customization you would add in your own UI.



You would use SetupThumbnails and GetThumbAsync to get the images you need for your custom control.
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    Blurriness of PDF PDFTron SDK
  

  
    If you cannot pre-process the PDF files, and embed the higher resolution thumbnails, then simply adjusting the parameters for PDFViewCtrl.SetupThumbnails would be best. 
` 
[self.pdfViewCtrl SetupThumbnails:NO generate_at_runtime:YES use_disk_cache:YES thumb_max_side_length:1024 max_abs_cache_size:50010241024 max_perc_cache_size:0.1]; 
` 
As of this writing the thumb_max_side_length default is 250, so setting of 1024 will result in noticeably better quality thumbs, though you can of course go as…
  


https://www.pdftron.com/api/PDFTronSDK/dotnet/pdftron.PDF.PDFViewCtrl.html#pdftron_PDF_PDFViewCtrl_SetupThumbnails_System_Boolean_System_Boolean_System_Boolean_System_Int32_System_UInt32_System_Double_

https://www.pdftron.com/api/PDFTronSDK/dotnet/pdftron.PDF.PDFViewCtrl.html#pdftron_PDF_PDFViewCtrl_GetThumbAsync_System_Int32_pdftron_PDF_PDFViewThumbAsyncDelegate_System_Object_

Then when it is time to apply the edit, you would use PDFDoc locking to write lock and unlock.
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Then edit the PDF, see this sample for page editing logic.
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Finally after unlocking the PDFDoc, you would tell PDFViewCtrl to update to reflect the new layout using this API.

https://www.pdftron.com/api/PDFTronSDK/dotnet/pdftron.PDF.PDFViewCtrl.html#pdftron_PDF_PDFViewCtrl_UpdatePageLayout

Here is a forum post showing a minimal example.
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    Is the PDFViewCtrl thread safe ? PDFTron SDK
  

  
    Q: Is the PDFViewCtrl threadSafe ? 
I am trying to send parts of a large PDF to the client and merge it there: 
using (PDFDoc tempDoc = new PDFDoc(stream, streamSize)) 
{ 
tempDoc.InitSecurityHandler(); 
Page src_page = tempDoc.GetPage(1); 
_pdfDoc.PageInsert(_pdfDoc.GetPageIterator(pageTo), src_page); 
_pdfView.UpdatePageLayout(); 
_pdfDoc.PageRemove(_pdfDoc.GetPageIterator(pageTo + 1)); 
_pdfView.UpdatePageLayout(); 
tempDoc.Close(); 
} 
The pdf starts rendering wrong when I do this. Sample at…
  



Let me know how this works for you.

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    I am having a hard time removing the UIActivityIndicatorView. Is there a property to remove it from ever showing? I have built my own custom UI to show loading of the pdf but want to completely hide the activity indicator view. Thanks
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